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I. INTRODUCTION
In the context of new technologies for molecular innovation,

by dG(p). Ranjini et al. [13] defined the Second Redefined

such as combinatorial chemistry and high-throughput

Zagreb ReZG2 index, that is,

screening, topological indices play a crucial role for the
examination

of

molecular

diverseness

and

lead

to
∑

optimization through well demonstrate structure-property

( )

relationships [2]. The study of topological indices play a

( )
( )

( )
( )

prominent role in Quantitative structure-activity relationships
(QSAR) and Quantitative structure property relationships

Recently, H. S. Ramane et al. [8,9] acquired some topological

(QSPR) study. Topological indices correlate the precise the

indices of generalized transformation graphs and its

physico-chemical

supplements.

properties

(stability,

boiling

point,

enthalpy of vaporization, strain energy etc) of chemical
W.Nazeer et. al [12] acquired the Second Redefined Zagreb

compounds specially organic family. For more details, see [4,

index of line graph of subdivision of star and friendship

5, 6, 7, 10, 11].

graphs and M. Ahmad et. al [15] computed Second Redefined
A Graph consists of set of vertices and set of edges. It can be

Zagreb index of dominating David derived networks.

represented as G = (V,E) where V=v1,v1,v1… are vertices
During this paper we acquired the articulations for the

and E= e1 e2, e3,… are edges

Second Redefined Zagreb (ReZG2) index of generalized
Let G be a simple, undirected graph with p vertices and r

transformation graphs Gxy and their supplements ̅̅̅̅̅

edges.
II. GENERALIZED TRANSFORMATION GRAPHS
(GXY)

Let Vs(G) and Es(G) be the vertex set and edge set of G
respectively.

The semi total − point graph T2(G) of a graph G is a graph

If p and q are adjacent vertices of G, then the edge connecting

its vertex set is V (T2(G)) = V (G)∪E(G) and two vertices

them will be represented as pq. The degree of a vertex p in G

are adjacent in T2(G) if and only if (i) they're adjacent

is that the amount of edges incident thereto and is represented

vertices of G or (ii) one is a vertex of G and other is an edge
of G incident with it .It was established by Sampathkumar
and Chikkodimath [14]. Basavanagoud et al. [1] defined
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III. SECOND REDEFINED ZAGREB (
OF GXY

some new graphical transformation which generalizes the
concept

of

semiotal-point

Jummannaver

et

al.[3]

graph.

defined

Lately,
k

th

R.B

)INDEX

Assume the following abbreviations in the theorems below (

Generalized

3.1 -4.4).

transformation graphs and obtained Zagreb index and

Theorem= Thrm, Graph = Gph, Vertices= vrtxs, Edges= edgs

co-index transformations.

,& Incident= incdnt.
The generalized transformation graph Gxy is a graph its
vertex set is Vs (T2 (G)) = Vs (G) ∪ Es (G) and λ, η

Thrm 3.1: Let G be a Gph with ‘i’ vrtxs and ‘j’

Vs

x,y

(G ). The vertices λ and η are adjacent in G if and only if

edgs, then

(a) and (b) holds:
(a) λ, η Vs (G), λ, η are adjacent in G if x = + and λ, η
aren't adjacent in G if x = −
(b) λ

Vs (G) and η

Proof: Divide the edg set Es(G++) into subsets Es1 and Es2,

Es(G), λ, η are incident in G if y = +

where Es1 = {pq : pq Es(G)} and Es2 = {pr | the vrtx p is

and λ, η aren't incident in G if y= −

incdnt to the edg r in G}.

Proposition 2.1: [1].Let G be a graph with i vertices and j
edges. Let p

Vs (G) and r

Es(G). Then the degrees of

It is simple to inspect that | Es1 |= j and | Es2 |= 2j. By

xy

point and line vertices in G are

Proposition 2.1[1], if p

[1]

( ) =2dG(p) and

( ) =2.

[2]

( ) = j and

[3]

( )= i − 1 and

[4]

( )= i + j − 1 − 2dG(p) and

r

Es(G) then

Vs(G) then

(p) = 2dG(p) and if

(r) = 2.

( ) = i − 2.
( )= 2.

( ) = i – 2.
i

The supplement of G will be represented by ̅. If G
has i vertices and j edges then the number of G xy
vertices of G is i + j By Proposition 2.1 and taking
into account that
̅ (p)

= i − 1 − dG(p). We have following results for

the degrees of point and line vertices in ̅̅̅̅̅ are
=i + j − 1 − 2dG(p) and
(r)
=
i+j−3
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

[5]

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ (p)

[6]

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ (p)=i

− 1 and

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ (r)

=j+ 1.
∑

[7]

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ (p)=j

[8]

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ (p)=

and

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ (r)=

2dG(p) and

i+j−3

( )
( )

( ) times hence the expression can be written as

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ (r)=

j+1.

Thrm 3.2: Let G be a Gph with ‘i’ vrtxs and ‘j’
edgs, then
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(

(

)

)

Thrm 3.4: Let G be a Gph with ‘i’ vrtxs and ‘j’
edgs, then

Proof: Divide the edg set Es(

) into subsets Es1 and Es2,

where Es1 = {pq | pq Es(G)} and Es2 = {pr | the vrtx p isn't
incdnt to the edg r in G}. It is simple to examine that | Es1 |= j
and | Es2 |= j(i-2). By Proposition 2.1[2], if p Vs(G) as well
(r) = i – 2.

(p) = j and if r Es(G) as well

Proof: Divide the edg set Es(

)into subsets Es1 and
( )} and Es2= {pr| the

Es2, where Es1 = {pq|

vrtx p is not incdnt to the edg r in G} .It is simple to
inspect that | Es1 | = ( )- j and
Proposition2.1[4],
i+j-1-2

edgs, then
(

)

(

)

Proof: Divide the edg set Es(

(

)
)into subsets Es1 and

Es2, where Es1 ={pq|pq Es(G)} and Es2= {pr| the vrtx p
is incdnt to the edg r in G}. It is simple to examine that |
Es1 |=( )-j and | Es2 |= 2j. By Proposition2.1[3], if p ∈
Vs(G) as well

(p) = i-1 and if r∈Es(G) as well

(r) = 2.
Therefore

3

p∈Vs

(G) then

( ) and if r∈Es(G) then

Therefore

Thrm 3.3: Let G be a Gph with ‘i’ vrtxs and ‘j’

if

| Es2 |= j (i-2). By

—

—

( p)

(r) = i-2.

=
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IV. IV . REDEFINED ZAGREB (REZG2 (G)) INDEX OF
̅̅̅̅̅
Thrm 4.2:
Let G be a Gph with ‘i’ vrtxs and ‘j’

edgs, then

Thrm 4.1: Let G be a Gph with ‘i’ vrtxs and ‘j’
edgs, then
Proof: Divide the edg set the Es(̅̅̅̅̅̅) into subsets into
subsets Es1 , Es2 and Es3, where Es1 = {pq|

( )}

and Es2= {pr| the vrtx p is incdnt to the edg r in G} and
Es3={rs|r,s Es(G)}. It is simple to inspect that | Es1 |=( )-j
and| Es2 |= 2j and | Es3 |=( ). By Proposition 2.1[6], if p
Vs (G) a s w e l l
well

Proof: Divide the edg set the Es(̅̅̅̅̅̅) into subsets into

= i − 1 and if r∈Es (G) as

= j+1

Therefore

( )}

subsets Es1, Es2 and Es3, where Es1 = {pq|

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ (r)

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ (p)

and Es 2= {pr| the vrtx p is not incdnt to the edg r in G}
and Es3 ={rs|r,s Es(G)}. It is simple to inspect that | Es1 | =
( ) - j and

| Es2 |= j (i-2) and | Es3 |= ( ) . By

Proposition2.1[5], if p Vs(G) a s w e l l
− 1 − 2dG (p) and if r∈Es(G) as well

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ (p)
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ (r)

=i+j

= i+j–3

Therefore

Thrm 4.3: Let G be a Gph with ‘i’ vrtxs and ‘j’
edgs, then
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Proof: Divide the edg set the Es(̅̅̅̅̅̅) into subsets into
subsets Es1, Es2 and Es3, where Es1 = {pq| pq Es(G)}
and Es2 = {pr| the vrtx p is not incdnt to the edg r in G}
and Es3 = {rs|r,s Es(G)}. It is simple to inspect that | E1 |=j
and| E2 |= j(i-2) and | E3 |=( ). By Proposition 2.1[7], if p
Vs (G) a s w e l l
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ (r)

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ (p)

= j and if r∈Es(G) then

= i+j-3

Therefore

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we acquire the articulations for the
of
Generalized Transformation Graph Gxy and its supplements
̅̅̅̅̅ according to the specifications of elemental graph G.
One can acquire other degree based topological indices G of
generalized transformation graphs using same edge partition
method and also can acquired expression for the topological
indices of generalized transformation graphs Gxyz and its
supplements.
e

Thrm 4.4: Let G be a Gph with ‘i’ vrtxs and ‘j’
edgs, then
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